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Disclosures

• Nuvasive



• MCGR has had favourable results since 
first publication in 2012

• Corrects spinal deformity and maintains 
growth

• Ability to match natural growth pattern of 
spine unknown

• Growth achieved through distraction

• 2 principal techniques – Maximum vs 
Targeted



Distraction Techniques

Maximum distraction

• Linear actuator maximally distracted 
within tolerable level of discomfort

• Axial load generated > distraction 
mechanism capacity

• Audible or palpable clunk

Targeted distraction (Tail-gating)

• Utilises spinal growth charts 
(DiMeglio)

• Estimate distraction required to match 
‘normal’ population

• Based on age and weight

• ‘common denominator’



Aim 

• Assess whether standard use of MCGR with TGT accurately mirrors expected 
sitting to standing height ratio (S2HR) of age and sex-matched normal European 
population

• S2HR well recognized technique to account for normal variations in human height

• Controls bias introduced by outliers

• using S2HR allows spinal growth (sitting height) to be directly compared to child’s 
limb growth (standing height)

• Determines whether spine growth proportional to normal physiology



EUROPEAN DATA ON S2HR



Materials and Methods

• Retrospective review

• Children of European descent

• MCGR insertion between 2011 – 2015

• 35 pts

• 17 M 18 F

• Av Age 7.7 (2.3 – 14.3)

• Idiopathic (9), Cong (4), NMS (3), 
Syndromic (19)

• Primary (21)

• Conversion (14)

• 31 dual/4 single

• FU 41mnths (21 – 69)

• Disproportionate dwarfism excluded



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

• Patient demographic and condition specific data 
analyzed as an average

• Radiographic outcome data and post-operative 
S2H presented as a mean and standard deviation 
(SD). 

• Comparison between the mean pre-operative 
and post-operative radiographic parameters and
S2H of each study performed with two-tailed 
homoscedastic t test.

• The international reference values for S2HR in 
European children pooled according to age to 
determine a mean (SD). 

• Post-operative results grouped according to 
patient age at each follow-up and average S2HR
plotted for each age bracket according to 
gender. 

• Comparison of patients to the international 
reference range performed with  Pearson 
correlation coefficient to determine similarity in 
the trend of S2HR with age and sex. 

• Further analyzed results with paired t test between 
our data and the international means 

• Able to determine overall difference between our 
patients and the expected normative values. 

• Statistical significance defined as a P value < 0.05.



Results 



Post-operative cumulative mean sitting and standing heights



Sitting/standing height ratios vs international normal reference values

Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.95 for males and 0.90 for females

0.0124 (P<0.001) for males and 0.0068 (P<0.010) for females

(mean difference between expected and observed S2HR)

? Clinical Significance



Discussion

• Only included European populations in cohort and in literature review to control for ethnic 
influences on childhood growth 

• (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.95 for males and 0.90 for females) show that TGT accurately 
mirrors expected normal spinal growth in children with EOS treated with MCGR.

• However, TGT patients generally have shorter than expected sitting height in comparison to 
standing height

• Suggests TGT patients’ spinal length < expected (mean difference between the expected 
sitting/standing height ratio and TGT results was 0.0124(P<0.001) for males and 0.0068 (P<0.010) 
for females)

• Curve control and complication rates compare favourably to published reports 


